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The Muwekma Ohlone Tribe has long been involved in the archaeology and

stewardship of their ancestral homelands, both through their own cultural

resource management (CRM) firm and though collaborations with academic

and CRM archaeologists. In this article, we build on the past 40 years of

archaeological collaborations in the southern San Francisco Bay region and o�er

examples of how archaeologists can support tribal heritage and environmental

stewardship by using the traditional purview of material culture in combination

with a broader array of evidence and concerns. As presented in our brief case

studies, theMuwekmaOhlone Tribe and scholars areworking together to reclaim

tribal heritage and promote Native stewardship in a cultural landscape that has

been marred by more than 250 years of dispossession. We examine this work

in the context of the renaming of ancestral sites, the public interpretation of

Native heritage associated with Mission Santa Clara de Asís, archival research into

the history of Indigenous resistance, as well as collaborative e�orts to awaken

traditional ecological knowledge in service of the Tribe’s stewardship and land

management goals.

KEYWORDS

Indigenous archaeology, colonialism, traditional ecological knowledge, Ohlone,

California

1 Introduction

In this article, we focus on the Indigenous stewardship of cultural landscapes and

heritage in one of the United States’ largest metropolitan areas. The homelands of the

Muwekma Ohlone Tribe encompass much of the San Francisco Bay Area of central

California, which today has a population of nearly eight million people (Figure 1). Though

the history of Euro-American colonization in this region is relatively short—beginning

in earnest in the 1770s—the compounding effects of missionary and settler colonialism

have resulted in a “politics of erasure” that have left the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe landless,

without recognition by the United States federal government, and increasingly gentrified

out of their ancestral territories (Field et al., 2013). Despite these obstacles, the Tribe has

worked diligently for several decades to protect ancestral sites, reclaim heritage, and to seek

ways to steward their homelands. Archaeologists are working with and for the Muwekma
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Ohlone Tribe on many of these efforts, even as specific projects

expand beyond the purview of traditional archaeology. This work

is driven by shared commitment to collaboratively addressing

critical issues that are rooted in traditional practices and historical

injustices. To highlight both the challenges and opportunities of

this work, we offer a sample of recent academic-tribal partnerships

in the southern San Francisco Bay region.

In thinking about how archaeology can contribute to the Tribe’s

efforts to protect heritage sites and steward its ancestral homelands,

it is critical to recognize that Muwekma Ohlone leaders and the

broader Ohlone community have been involved in this work for

many decades—longer, in fact, than the current trend toward

collaborative and community-based approaches among many non-

Native archaeologists (e.g., Cambra et al., 1996; Field et al., 2007).

Still, inasmuch as the interrelated projects described below follow

the interests and direction of the Tribe, we broadly position

our work as contributing to ongoing shifts toward archaeologies

centered on principles of community engagement, social justice,

and Indigenous sovereignty (Schneider and Hayes, 2020; Nelson,

2021; Laluk et al., 2022; Little, 2023; Montgomery and Fryer,

2023). Particularly as educators, we wish to instill these ethics

in the students that we train to become the next generation of

archaeologists while simultaneously working toward a future where

“archaeology and related heritage practices can be put to work

effectively supporting things that matter beyond the small circles

of our disciplines” (Fryer and Dedrick, 2023, p. 335).

2 Historical background

As in other regions of the world, the colonial history of the

San Francisco Bay region has important implications for tribal

sovereignty, heritage, and environmental stewardship. Ohlone

people lived in the region for thousands of years before the

onset of Spanish colonialism in the late 18th century, when

Franciscan missionaries founded Missions San Francisco (1776),

Santa Clara (1777), and San José (1797) (see Figure 1). During

this time, thousands of Ohlone people were forced off their

homelands and into the missions, non-native plants and animals

spread throughout the region, and colonial authorities outlawed

Indigenous landscape management practices such as cultural

burning (Milliken, 1995; Lightfoot et al., 2013; Panich, 2020).

Beginning in the 1830s and 1840s, many Ohlone ancestors

were emancipated from the missions, and some even overcame

structural barriers to receive land grants from the Mexican

government, enabling them to return to their ancestral homelands

as free citizens. Many other Native families and individuals simply

walked away from the missions to return to home or to create new

lives in the Pueblo of San José (today the city of San Jose) and

various ranchos throughout the region (Shoup and Milliken, 1999;

Panich, 2019).

In the late 1840s, however, the annexation of California by

the United States marked the transition to settler colonialism

and with it came a new wave of dispossession and outright

genocide (Lindsay, 2012; Madley, 2016). Pushed off of the

former mission lands and later settlements, members of the

lineages that comprise the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe regrouped

in the southeastern Bay Area where they coalesced in the

closely intertwined settlements of Niles, Sunol, and Alisal (near

present-day Pleasanton). This community was recognized by the

United States federal government in the early 20th century, though

they only had a tenuous hold on the land. The Bureau of Indian

Affairs sought to alleviate the conditions of landless California

Indians but ultimately ignored the ancestors of the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe due to the negligence of a single Indian agent in

the mid-1920s. Around this same time, the Ohlone community

was similarly written off by anthropology when Kroeber (1925, p.

464) stated that they were “extinct, so far as all practical purposes

are concerned” (and see Leventhal et al., 1994; Field, 1999; Panich,

2020; Barron, 2022).

These injustices continue to reverberate a century later. Though

the tribe was never terminated, the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe—now

numbering more than 600 members—is today not among the 574

tribes recognized by the US federal government. As a previously

unambiguously recognized tribe, theMuwekmaOhlone are seeking

the restoration of their federal status and resist the politics of

erasure in various ways, including their active involvement in the

archaeology and stewardship of their ancestral homelands.

3 Tribal involvement in archaeology

The excavation of Muwekma Ohlone ancestral sites—by both

academic and amateur archaeologists—has a long history. Some

of the earliest professional investigations in the region centered

on the monumental shellmounds that Ohlone ancestors and other

Native Californians constructed along the margins of the San

Francisco Bay and neighboring bodies of water. Most of the

major mounds, such as Emeryville Shellmound, were excavated

in the early 1900s and have been repeatedly disturbed—and in

some cases totally destroyed—over the course of the following

decades (Lightfoot et al., 2017). Not even more recent sites were

spared the destruction. Native burials at Mission Santa Clara, for

example, were disturbed by construction activities several times in

the late 19th and early 20th centuries, with rampant collection of

human remains and associated funerary belongings by a range of

individuals and organizations (Panich, 2022). Across the region,

hundreds of other ancestral sites were damaged or destroyed by

agriculture, construction, or archaeological activities in the first

several decades of the 20th century.

The 1960s marked a major turning point in cultural resource

law with the implementation of National Historic Preservation Act

of 1966, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the

California Environmental Quality Act of 1970. Yet, even before the

passage of these laws, the Ohlone community banded together in

1964 to preserve a cemetery originally associated with Mission San

José that had long been an important burying ground for Ohlone

families. This action by the Ohlone community saved the site,

known today as the Ohlone Indian Cemetery, from being destroyed

during the construction of Interstate 680 (Milliken et al., 2009, p.

224–225; Medina, 2015). Still, the extensive urban and suburban

development of the San Francisco Bay region during the 1960s and

1970s meant that scores of ancestral sites continued to be disturbed,

even if nominally protected by cultural resource laws.

However, because the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe is not currently

federally recognized, the Tribe’s participation in CRM archaeology
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FIGURE 1

Map of the San Francisco Bay area, with places mentioned in text.

is limited by legal statute (Becks, 2015). In response to the

continued threats to ancestral sites in the 1980s, the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe created its own cultural resource management firm,

the Ohlone Families Consulting Services, which has recently been

reorganized to fit directly into the organizational structure of the

Tribe. Similar legal obstacles hinder the ability of the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe—like other unrecognized tribes—to request the

repatriation of ancestors or associated belongings through the

federal Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act

(NAGPRA) process. In contrast, the California Native American

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (CalNAGPRA) does allow

for repatriation to non-recognized tribes, though the process has

yet to be fully completed at most Bay Area institutions and it will

take time to identify the extent of existing collections from ancestral

Ohlone sites created by previous academic and CRM projects.

In recognition of these inequities, Stanford University voluntarily

repatriated some 700 ancestors to the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe

before the passage of NAGPRA in 1990, setting an important

national precedent (Kakaliouras, 2012, p. 215).

Since the mid-1980s, the Tribe’s participation in archaeology

has offered opportunities for tribal members to help protect

ancestral sites, to participate in archaeological research, and to

combat the narratives of extinction that continue to plague the

Tribe (Figures 2, 3). For example, direct tribal involvement in CRM

archaeology has allowed the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe’s Language

Committee to rename impacted sites in their ancestral Chochenyo

Ohlone language. To date, the Tribe has renamed approximately

two dozen sites across the region, including locales in Alameda, San

Mateo, Santa Clara, and Santa Cruz counties (Table 1). This practice

is a powerful rejoinder to archaeologists who would presume to see

ancestral Ohlone sites as their own sources of data (named either

by impersonal alphanumerical systems and/or site names that

memorialize settler land owners). This practice of renaming also

rhetorically signals to broader audiences that Muwekma Ohlone

people still exist today in the region, just as they have for thousands

of years.

The Muwekma Ohlone Tribe’s longstanding presence has given

them substantial control over how and when they collaborate

with academic and CRM archaeologists, resulting in fruitful

relationships with a range of institutions and CRM firms who

agree to abide by the research goals and protocols determined by

the Tribe (Monroe et al., 2022). For example, a recent mitigation

project in the town of Sunol involved a productive relationship

with Far Western Anthropological Research Group and other

archaeologists. The partnership resulted in multiple co-authored

journal articles, a monograph, as well as a PBS documentary, “Time

Has Many Voices: The Excavation of a Muwekma Ohlone Village,”

in which the history of their people is told through the lens of

an excavation and its resultant analysis (Byrd et al., 2022). During

this project, the Tribe made the decision to proceed with ancient

DNA studies that conclusively linked living tribal members to

ancestors who were laid to rest hundreds of years ago, a study that

received widespread media attention (Severson et al., 2022). The

Tribe also regularly supports doctoral dissertations and masters

theses conducted by students at local universities (e.g., Becks, 2018;

Ragland, 2018). While not all tribes or descendant communities

have the same approach, being involved in archaeology allows

the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe to ensure that research regarding

their ancestors and heritage proceeds in a respectful and

ethical manner.
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FIGURE 2

Members of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe participating in a data recovery mitigation at an ancestral site in San Jose, California. Monica V. Arellano

(foreground) sifts sediments while Laura Padron checks the spoils pile. Photo by Monica V. Arellano.

In the following sections, we highlight our interrelated projects

that build on this strong foundation to support the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe’s efforts to counter the politics of erasure and restore

tribal sovereignty over heritage and the environment.

4 Reclaiming colonial spaces

In addition to reclaiming ancient sites, the Muwekma Ohlone

Tribe is drawing on archaeological findings to reframe the

relationship between its ancestors and the California mission

system (ca. 1769–1840s). At one level, is difficult to overstate

the negative impacts of the Spanish missions on the Indigenous

peoples of California. Tens of thousands were forced from their

homelands to the missions, where strict social controls, crushing

labor demands, and the suppression of traditional practices led

to a catastrophic loss of life. Yet, Native Californians fought

hard to maintain their communities and their connections to

their ancestral territories, often in ways that are ignored in

traditional historical narratives (Panich and Schneider, 2014; Hull

and Douglass, 2018). In public interpretations of mission sites,

however, this tension between struggle and persistence is often

overshadowed by public memory that celebrates the European

origins of the missions while largely overlooking the experiences

of Native Californians (Dartt-Newton, 2011; Kryder-Reid, 2016;

Panich, 2016, 2022).
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FIGURE 3

Tribal member Gloria Gomez (left) monitors backhoe work at an ancestral site in San Jose, California. Photo by Monica V. Arellano.

At Mission Santa Clara—on the campus of Santa Clara

University (SCU)—tribal members have been working with

archaeologists and other scholars to reclaim Native heritage. The

Tribe has been involved with the campus museum, the de Saisset,

for decades and, in their capacity as the state-designated most likely

descendants (MLDs), tribal members have aided in the recovery of

several ancestors buried on and near the university. Many of those

ancestors lived during pre-contact times—dating back at least 2,500

years—and were laid to rest in an area that is today the center of the

SCU campus (e.g., Leventhal et al., 2023). Others were associated

with Mission Santa Clara, including individuals buried in the third

mission cemetery (ca. 1781–1818). The California Department of

Transportation consulted with the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe during

an early project at the cemetery (Hylkema, 1995, p. 9–10), and later

the Tribe led the excavation and reburial of several individuals who

were disturbed during gas line maintenance in 2009. As noted in

Table 1, the Tribe’s Language Committee renamed this cemetery

as Clareño Muwékma Ya Túnnešte Nómmo at the completion

of that particular project (Leventhal et al., 2011). Despite these

connections, the Tribe’s involvement in archaeological fieldwork

at and near Mission Santa Clara has been largely limited to burial

recoveries in a CRM context. Outside of the de Saisset Museum,

very little public interpretation exists on the SCU campus that

speaks to the rich and complex histories of the Muwekma Ohlone

Tribe or other Native peoples of central California who were

present on this land before, during, and after the mission period. In

other words, Native heritage has been largely erased for the tens of

thousands of people who each year pass through the SCU campus

as visitors, students, staff, or faculty.

Given this situation, SCU’s leadership convened the Ohlone

History Working Group in 2019 to conduct a campus-

wide assessment of monuments and markers and make

recommendations for better integrating Ohlone heritage into

the interpretive apparatus at Mission Santa Clara and across

the SCU campus (Baines et al., 2020). The working group was

staffed by Ohlone representatives and SCU personnel, including

Muwekma Ohlone Chairwoman Charlene Nijmeh and Lee Panich,

coauthor of this paper. One of the highest priorities identified by

the working group was to formally recognize the thousands of

Native Californians, most of whom were of Ohlone descent, who

are buried in the two mission cemeteries on the SCU campus.

Taking inspiration in part from the work of Ohlone relatives

at Mission San Francisco de Asís (Galvan and Medina, 2018),

representatives from the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe and SCU

personnel created a digital memorial that opened in SCU’s de

Saisset Museum in the autumn of 2023. The memorial includes

the names of all 7,612 Native people listed in the mission’s burial

records, as well as a series of biographies of Native individuals that

were written by SCU students in conversation with Muwekma

Ohlone tribal youth ambassadors. Crucially, the exhibit seeks to
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TABLE 1 Archaeological sites renamed in the Chochenyo Ohlone language by the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe’s Language Committee.

Trinomial Renamed as Translation

CA-ALA-12,−13,−328, and−329 Mayyan Šaatošikma Coyote Hills Sites

CA-ALA-565 Síi Túupentak Place of the Water Round House

CA-ALA-677/H ’Ayttakiš’Eete Hiramwiš Trepam-tak Place of the Woman Sleeping Under the Pipe

CA-ALA-704 Rummey Ta Kuččuwiš Tiprectak Place of the Stream of the Lagoon

CA-SCL-30/H Clareño Muwékma Ya Túnnešte Nómmo Where the Clareño Indians are Buried

CA-SCL-38 Yukisma At the Oaks

CA-SCL-125 ’Arma’Ayttakiš Rummey-tak Place of the Spirit Woman Spring

CA-SCL-128 Thámien Rúmmeytak Thámien (Guadalupe) River Site

CA-SCL-215 Yakmuy ’Ooyakma-tka Place of the East Ridge

CA-SCL-287/CA-SMA-263 Yuki Kutsuimi Šaatoš Inuxw Sand Hill Road Sites

CA-SCL-314 ’Irek Šarotka Place of the Fossil Shell

CA-SCL-330 Chitcomini’Arweh Wallaka-tka Place of the Blue Oak Rancheria

CA-SCL-609 Horše’Iššeete Ruwwatka Place of the Good Health House

CA-SCL-732 Kaphan Húunikma Three Wolves Site

CA-SCL-755 Širkeewis Riipin Tiprectak Place of the Black Willow Marsh

CA-SCL-851 ’Utthin Širkeewis Tcitca’Irekmatka Two Black Obsidian Rocks Site

CA-SCL-867 Ríipin Waréeptak In the Willows Area

CA-SCL-869 Katwáš Ketneyma Waréeptak The Four Matriarchs Site

CA-SCL-894/948 Tupiun Táareštak Place of the Fox Man

CA-SCL-895 Kirit.-smin’ayye Sok ´̄ote Tápporikmatka Place of Yerba Buena and Laurel Trees

CA-SCL-950 Cashrishmini’Awweš’Írek’Innutka Yellow Salt Rock Road Site

CA-SCL-967 Táareš Tunnešte’Ullaaštak Chitcomini Šaro-tka Place of the Man Buried on a Bed of Blue Mussel Shells

CA-SCL-1070 Manni Huyyu Muwekma Yatiš Tunnešte-tka Place Where the Ancient People are Buried

CA-SCR-12 Satos Rini Rumaytak At the Hill above the River

CA-SMA-267 Loškowiš’Awweš Taareštak White Salt Man Site

CA-SMA-309 Wirak Tayyi Trépam Táareš-tak Man with the Bird Bone Tubes Site

make connections between the past and the present, and to that

end, includes video segments featuring Muwekma Ohlone leaders

and youth speaking about how the events of the mission period

continue to reverberate for their community today (Figure 4).

At SCU, the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe is also working to reinsert

Indigenous heritage across the landscape. Given the inertia of the

physical interpretive environment, detailed by the Ohlone History

Working Group report (Baines et al., 2020), much of this work has

thus far relied on digital platforms (Lueck and Panich, 2020). For

example, in the summer of 2020, representatives from the Tribe

worked with other Ohlone community members, as well as Panich

and SCU personnel, to create a virtual walking tour to be used

in remote teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic. Hosted on

Google Earth, the tour focuses primarily on Ohlone interpretation

of archaeological deposits on and near the SCU campus, including

a precontact village site and the vast Native neighborhood, or

ranchería, associated with Mission Santa Clara (Panich et al., 2014;

Peelo et al., 2018). Google Earth tours, however, are not well

supported on most mobile phones. Accordingly, the project team,

which has expanded to include other SCU faculty and students, is

now in the process of developing an augmented reality (AR) tour

that users can experience on their mobile devices (Jauregui et al.,

2024). The capabilities of the AR tour also allow for different forms

of content, such as 3Dmodels, audio, and video. In keeping with the

tribal interests, these possibilities have expanded the tour beyond

archaeology to highlight Muwekma Ohlone heritage past, present,

and future.

Taken together, these interrelated projects demonstrate how

archaeologists and descendant communities can work together to

reclaim colonial spaces. Crucially, at SCU the process has been

one of co-creation, in which Muwekma Ohlone representatives

have provided direction to interdisciplinary teams who have

leveraged university resources for collaborative interventions in

the local heritage landscape. Within this context, the inclusion

of undergraduate students has been especially important, as SCU

students have a demonstrated interest in local archaeology and

Ohlone heritage but have been excluded from several recent large-

scale CRM projects on their own campus (Kroot and Panich, 2020).
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FIGURE 4

Members of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe at the Native memorial at Santa Clara University’s de Saisset Museum. Left to right: Gloria Gomez, Isabella

Gomez, GiGi Gomez, Lucas Arellano, and Monica V. Arellano. Photo courtesy of Lauren Baines.

By working with the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe on the heritage

projects described above, students gain a firsthand appreciation for

how archaeologists and other scholars can collaborate productively

with Indigenous communities. Of course, this work is not always

easy, and it is important for students and practitioners alike to

reflect on the challenges of engaging with difficult histories across

differences in individual and institutional positionalities (Lueck

et al., 2021; Gomez and Lueck, 2023). But it is worth doing,

since as Montgomery and Fryer (2023) remind us, “the future of

archaeology is (still) community collaboration.”

5 Native resistance and the roots of
dispossession

As disruptive as the mission system was to Native life in

California, the lands surrounding each mission were—in a quasi-

legal sense—still held in trust for the missions’ Indigenous

residents. When the missions began to close down in the 1830s, in

a process called secularization, this understanding was undermined

by colonial elites. Seeking to control the highly productive lands of

California’s coasts and inland valleys, colonists petitioned for grants

of former mission lands leading to the rise of huge estates all across

the region. Though the American annexation in the late 1840s led

to an outright genocide in the attempt to seize Native land, the

origins of dispossession that began in earnest in the 1830s are of

particular relevance for understanding the colonial history of the

San Francisco Bay region and the realities faced by the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe today.

Few archaeological datasets or published first-hand accounts

offer a Native perspective on the process of mission secularization

in Muwekma Ohlone homelands of the southern Bay Area, though

it is worth pointing out that in the 1870s, an Ohlone man—

Lorenzo Asisara—provided a testimonial about the inequities his

communities experienced at Mission Santa Cruz, on the Pacific

Coast, some four decades earlier (Castillo, 1989; and see Rizzo-

Martinez, 2022). To address this gap in understanding, our team

has been conducting research on primary archival documents that

may offer different ways of viewing the written and archaeological

records for Muwekma Ohlone homelands during the 1830s and

1840s (Panich et al., in press). Here, we focus on one specific

document from the year 1842 that was identified and translated

by coauthor Gustavo Flores (Anonymous, 1842). This primary

document is an indictment against several Native men from

Mission San José and other nearby missions who plotted a revolt in

response to what they saw as the theft of their lands and property.

It includes their direct testimony as recorded by a court scribe in

the Pueblo of San José in June of 1842 (see Figure 1). In these pages,

we learn about their complaints, and why they sought to capture

a Californio colonist named José de Jesús Vallejo, who was an

administrator at Mission San José and the elder brother of Mariano

Guadalupe Vallejo, a very important colonist in Alta California.

This court hearing took place 4 years before the Americans would

begin their own occupation of California. However even at this

time, Californios were beginning to take possession of Native land,
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and many of the Native men who stood before the court objected

to the fact that Vallejo was doing just that. The translation of this

document provides several insights, two of which we will focus

on here.

The first thing that we can decipher from the court document

is the identities of the people involved. Contextualizing names, age,

origin, and religion for each individual provides a more detailed

perspective on the identities of these Native men. This information

can then be cross-referenced, using mission sacramental records

related to baptisms, marriages, and burials to identify specific

individuals and trace their genealogy through time and their social

relationships to their contemporaries in the mission system. One

name that appears in the court transcript is Zenon, whose Native

name was Patcha. Zenon Patcha can be linked to several current

members of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe, as he was the father

of Angela Colos (Santa Clara baptism #7774; see Early California

Population Project, 2022), an important Ohlone ancestor who

participated in extensive interviews with early anthropologists, as

described below. In the testimony, Zenon Patcha was identified

as a ringleader who organized and carried out this plan to fight

for Native people’s land and property. Even though Zenon Patcha

was baptized originally at Mission San Rafael, we know through

marriage records that he found his way to the southern San

Francisco Bay region by the 1830s (Santa Clara marriage #2711; see

Early California Population Project, 2022).

Furthermore, translating this account brings to light the agency

of Native people to organize and address the rapidly disappearing

mission lands that elite Californios were converting into private

ranchos. Instead of passively watching as the land that had been

promised to them by the Church was being expropriated, these

Native Californians were organizing a revolt to remove José de Jesús

Vallejo from control of the mission and keep him from taking their

land and other goods. Some of the Native men, or ringleaders as

the document describes them, were caught as a result of this act

of resistance, and placed in custody during an investigation into

the revolt.

This primary document demonstrates the continuity of the

struggles for land. The Muwekma Ohlone Tribe continues this

legacy of activism as they work to organize to regain their status as a

federally recognized tribe. One of their goals is to gain land back, as

a space that can continue to exist for future generations. Exploring

the rich archival record that includes not just this court case but

many other documents related to Ohlone people in the 1830s and

1840s provides new information about how the ancestors of the

Muwekma Ohlone Tribe fought for land, similar to the struggles

that they continue to fight today. These connections were revealed

through collaboration, reviewing, translating, and cross referencing

the primary sources, which can be a powerful tool for gaining a

more nuanced view of the region’s history, often through the voices

of Native individuals themselves.

This research is part of a broader set of interrelated research

projects that bring together colleagues from archaeology, adjacent

disciplines, and the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe to consider a range

of primary documents written when colonists from New Spain

first occupied California. Overall, these documents, dating from

1769 to the late 1850s, chronicle the dramatic changes to the

Tribe’s ancestral homelands through source material ranging from

letters, early baptismal records, ecclesiastical documents, and court

records. No single repository exists for this material, making it

challenging for descendant communities to access; documents can

be found anywhere from university libraries, municipal archives,

to small historical societies. Some of the collections that the

project team have worked with are housed at History San José

in the city of San Jose, the Bancroft Library at the University of

California Berkeley, and the Early California Population Project

database housed by the University of California Riverside and the

Huntington Library. We have also been particularly grateful to

the staff at the SCU Archives and Special Collections, who have

opened their doors and manuscript collections to members of the

Muwekma Ohlone Tribe on several occasions (Figure 5).

Researching and translating colonial period documents

provides a critical insight into the lives of Native people

who experienced colonialism firsthand, and offers a glimpse

into powerful events—such as the planned revolt against the

administrators of Mission San José—that are largely invisible in

the archaeological record. Translating is a valuable tool to deeply

understand history, and to rectify outdated historical views of

Native people in the San Francisco Bay Area. It allows us to ask

the following questions: Can we see Native Californian struggles to

hold onto their ancestral homelands? Can we connect identities in

the documentary records to tribal lineages and specific members

of descendant communities today? By addressing these critical

questions, we can see better how ancestors of today’s Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe fought to hold onto their property and lands as the

mission system collapsed around them, thus offering new insights

into the Indigenous heritage of the San Francisco Bay Area.

6 Awakening traditional ecological
knowledge

Given the colonial history of the San Francisco Bay Area,

how might archaeologists support communities like the Muwekma

Ohlone Tribe who are looking forward to a different type of

future? Environmental justice research often focuses on how

environmental and planning policies disproportionately impact

on communities of color. Within this broader framing, tribal

communities in the United States—like Indigenous peoples

elsewhere—stand out due to the amplifying effects of colonialism.

For example, settler colonial encroachment and theft of ancestral

territories has resulted in limited access to specific homelands, the

resources contained therein, and ultimately, traditional ecological

and sacred knowledge (Harris and Harper, 2011; Whyte, 2016).

Indeed, the expropriation of Native lands had profound effects

for tribal communities across California. Rather than simply

documenting such harms, however, archaeologists in the San

Francisco Bay Area are contributing to collaborative, tribally-

led efforts to repair historical injustices. Below, we discuss

efforts to support tribal goals through the Muwekma Ohlone

Preservation Foundation, which oversees projects related to

cultural revitalization and land access, ownership, and stewardship.

A major initiative in this regard is to awaken traditional

ecological knowledge that has gone dormant over the past

250 years of Spanish, Mexican, and American colonialism—

including information on plants, animals, and gathering places—

to contribute to the environmental health and sovereignty of
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FIGURE 5

Members of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe reviewing mission-period documents at the Santa Clara University Archives and Special Collections. Left to

right, Chairwoman Charlene Nijmeh, Tristan Nijmeh, Isabella Gomez, Gloria Gomez. Photo courtesy of Kike Arnal.

the contemporary tribal community (Field et al., 2007). Even

though settlers managed to gain control of most of the ancestral

homelands of the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe, many ancestors found

refuge in and around the Alisal rancheria where they kept critical

information alive. Ohlone ancestors living in that area participated

in an important cultural revival during the late 19th and early 20th

centuries. Accordingly, several well-known anthropologists visited

the community, providing an opportunity for Ohlone elders to

leave an invaluable record for future generations.

The most extensive conversations took place with linguist John

Peabody Harrington of the Smithsonian Institution, who spoke

with several prominent Ohlone elders, including Angela Colos,

Jose Guzman, Susana Nichols, and Jose Binoco, among others

(Harrington, 1984). Many of these individuals were born in the

waning days of the mission period and were raised by parents,

grandparents, and other relatives who taught them extensive

knowledge of local landscapes and the plants and animals that

sustained them. Accordingly, Harrington’s copious field notes

contain detailed accounts of ecological practices as well as names

of plants and animals in the Chochenyo Ohlone language. This

information offers solid evidence of how Ohlone people used local

landscapes and particular species of plants and animals before and

after the arrival of Euro-Americans to the San Francisco Bay area.

Drawing inspiration from academic-tribal partnerships like those

discussed elsewhere in this special issue, we are currently working

with the Tribe to transcribe and annotate relevant information

from Harrington’s interviews with Muwekma Ohlone elders for

the purposes of awakening the knowledge that they passed down

(Lightfoot et al., 2021; and see Woodward and Macri, 2005).

Despite the historical challenges faced by their ancestors,

the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe is today making strides toward

reestablishing traditional stewardship practices across their

ancestral homelands. At Stanford University, for example,

coauthor Michael Wilcox has established a native plant garden

that serves both as a community engaged learning space for

Stanford students and as a test plot for the Tribe’s revival of

broader landscape stewardship practices (Figure 6). In classes

taught through the Center for the Comparative Studies in Race and

Ethnicity, Wilcox brings students out of the classroom to a corner

of the Stanford campus where hawks circle above and students can

imagine a Bay Area landscape managed by tribal communities.

There, students can also directly confront the cumulative colonial

impacts, such as widescale dispossession, that are facing the

Muwekma Ohlone Tribe while simultaneously helping to redress

critical issues like food justice and tribal sovereignty through their

labor and class projects aimed at advancing the garden.

Over the course of several years, for example, Stanford students

and tribal partners have removed thistle (Cirsium vulgare) and

other invasive species that have direct connections to the colonial

history of the region (Allen, 2010; Fischer, 2015). Students then

work to replace these invasive species with grasses, flowers, and

herbs that have cultural relevance for the tribal community,

as informed by archaeological research and the reclamation

of ancestral knowledge from anthropological archives, such as
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FIGURE 6

Seedling prior to planting on a collaborative work day at the Stanford native plant garden. Photo by Lee Panich.

Harrington’s field notes. A current project is restoring understory

vegetation in a heavily impacted portion of the Stanford native

plant garden that was historically used as a staging area for a gravel

pit. Students and tribal members have planted species including

sages (Salvia spp.), manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.) wild rose (Rosa
californica), and thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus)—all of which are

well documented in the archaeological and ethnographic literature

for the region (e.g., Lightfoot and Parrish, 2009). Importantly,

the Stanford native plant garden is also a small corner of their

homeland in the urbanized San Francisco Bay Area that tribal

members can use to awaken traditional practices.

The collaborative work at Stanford is one part of a growing

effort by the Tribe, under the auspices of the Muwekma Ohlone

Preservation Foundation, to strengthen connections to its ancestral

territory. The Preservation Foundation has several key goals,

including the establishment of a physical community—a new

tribal village—that would provide opportunities for community

and family wellbeing while offering a permanent land base in

this rapidly gentrifying region. Indeed, land access is another key

goal, underscoring the need for physical spaces to host gatherings

and to implement newly awakened stewardship practices. As

exemplified by the renaming of ancestral sites in the Chochenyo

Ohlone language, described above, the Tribe has made great

strides in the area of language revitalization, and the time is ripe

for parallel strides in landscape stewardship. Through existing

partnerships with local institutions—universities like Stanford as

well as a host of conservation organizations—and based on the

model of collaborative eco-archaeological studies in service of tribal

sovereignty established by the neighboring Amah Mutsun Tribal

Band (Lopez, 2013; Lightfoot et al., 2021; Apodaca et al., in press),

the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe is well positioned to use historical and

archaeological research to create a better future for its members.

7 Teaching the next generation

As archaeology continues to move toward a greater emphasis

on community engagement, exemplified by the collaborative

projects with the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe described above, the

nature of field schools is evolving to meet the realities of a
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FIGURE 7

Foothill College students participate in a local field school. Photo by Samuel Connell.

changing discipline. It is no secret that archaeological field schools

have traditionally emphasized the training of students in exotic

locations, though this mindset has shifted over the course of

our own careers. For example, in the mid-1990s into the 2010s

field schools began to emphasize community-based interactions,

with students expressly asked to interact and hopefully integrate

with communities. Recent approaches to field schools incorporate

deeper connections to Indigenous rights, using the community

based participatory research (CBPR) framework and specifically

models drawn from Indigenous archaeologies (Silliman, 2008;

Cipolla andQuinn, 2016; Cowie et al., 2019; Gonzalez and Edwards,

2020).

In California, field schools have started integrating Native

Californian communities into programs that emphasize training

in ethical fieldwork practices, low-impact field methods, and

the co-creation of knowledge about the past. For example, a

University of California Berkeley field school at the Russian

Colony of Ross partnered with members of the Kashia Band

of Pomo Indians to implement a non-invasive “catch and

release” survey methodology in which ancestral sites were

characterized by the analysis of surface artifacts that were

returned at the completion of the project (Gonzalez et al.,

2006). This collaborative approach also exists on Santa Catalina

Island, where Desireé Martinez and Wendy Teeter have built

an exemplary model of this practice. The Pimu Catalina Island

Archaeology Project braids Indigenous and western knowledge and

practices. Tongva tribal members are part of the planning and

teaching of the field programs (Martinez, 2012). More recently,

Berkeley archaeologists have been working with the United

Auburn Indian Community on prescribed fire burns and forestry

management projects with students making direct contributions

to tribal projects (Sunseri et al., in press). These programs,

and others like them, can benefit tribes both by producing

knowledge of the past in a sensitive way and by establishing

new professional norms regarding respectful collaboration that are

becoming a standard part of archaeological practice in California

and elsewhere.

In the southern San Francisco Bay area, each of the coauthors

of this article have endeavored to provide students with classroom

materials and hands-on experiences that align with the wishes of the

Muwekma Ohlone Tribe and the other Indigenous communities

with which we work. For example, coauthor Sam Connell regularly

runs field schools through Foothill College that are, in part,

designed to be service projects (Figure 7). Here, the educational

lessons are of course to be “of service” but also to consider the

nature of stakeholder intentions and wishes. In such cases, the

outcomes of collaboration can include both practical products,

such as site testing or cultural resource inventories of particular

parcels of interest to descendant communities, or more abstract

benefits, such as instilling students with a regard for tribal

sovereignty at the very outset of their young careers in archaeology.

Ultimately, these are important conversations to have with students

on archaeological projects who are interested in getting it right.

Students, in other words, are interested in making an impact and

they want to address the colonial narratives of archaeology head on

(Connell, 2012).
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There is no doubt that the future of archaeological

field schools—like archaeology more generally—is more

community collaboration, particularly under the auspices of

tribal communities. At Foothill College, field schools that are

offered in California are constructed to maximize connection

to tribes while simultaneously being cognizant on the potential

burden that archaeology (especially field schools) can put on tribal

members and administrators. Still, exit interviews with students

consistently highlight the moments where scientific methods were

woven with traditional ecological knowledges. Students have a

strong desire to help in whatever capacity possible, and service

learning projects or days spent directly contributing to Native-led

projects are important experiences that no classroom lecture

can offer. The current generation of students has recognized,

at times before their faculty mentors, the essential importance

of collaborative research. As discussed above, many CRM firms

are already on board and have created strong collaborative

relationships with the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe and other Native

Californian communities. It is time for archaeological training to

meet this demand.

8 Discussion and conclusion

We are writing this essay in the midst of fundamental shifts

in the field of archaeology, and in California archaeology in

particular. After decades of rampant destruction and desecration

of ancestral sites—particularly during the massive expansion of

California’s population centers since the mid-20th century—tribal

communities across the region have found themselves at the

nexus of competing interests involving construction, archaeological

research, and Indigenous stewardship of cultural heritage. The

Muwekma Ohlone Tribe is no exception, and tribal members

have for decades stood up to archaeologists in both academia and

CRM who disregarded community concerns about the treatment

of ancestors and the continuing importance of sacred places

across the landscape. Yet, the papers in this special issue—

combined with myriad others in the broader literature—give us

hope for the future of archaeology conducted with, for, and by

Indigenous communities (Nelson, 2021), particularly in the critical

realm of sustainable stewardship of both cultural landscapes and

heritage places.

As educators, we recognize our particular obligation to provide

students and the next generation of archaeologists with a different,

less extractive model of what archaeology can be. Of course,

training in field methods remains an important cornerstone of

undergraduate education, but the overarching ethos needs to be one

in which impacts to ancestral sites are minimized and the interests

of descendant communities are prioritized. This is not necessarily

new—Mack and Blakey (2004) argued for viewing descendant

communities as an “ethical client” some two decades ago—but now

more than ever this posture requires a reappraisal of what it means

to do archaeology (Schneider and Hayes, 2020). As summarized

above, many of our colleagues in CRM archaeology have also built

productive collaborative relationships with the Muwekma Ohlone

Tribe and other Native Californian communities, often through

large-scale data recovery projects in which they have worked side

by side with tribal members to producemeaningful results (Monroe

et al., 2022). We see this work as proof that training in community

based collaborative archaeology is a critical element of career

development for a 21st century archaeology.

So, returning to the title of our paper, what does it mean to

put archaeology to work for the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe? Building

on the long history of the Tribe’s involvement with archaeology,

each of us might answer slightly differently, but all of us look

to our Muwekma Ohlone partners for guidance on how best

to center the interests of the Tribe in our collaborative work.

This could include representing tribal interests in meetings with

developers and CRM archaeologists or renaming ancestral sites in

the Chochenyo Ohlone language; working with students and tribal

members to leverage the material record to commemorate those

impacted by colonial missions; finding new archival evidence of

how tribal ancestors fought against early land grabs; digging holes

not for the recovery of artifacts but to plant seedlings that will help

awaken traditional knowledge and related practices; or training

the next generation to put the needs of descendant communities

first. In their own way, each of these projects—and numerous

others involving our colleagues at other institutions—are designed

to support the Muwekma Ohlone Tribe’s stewardship of their own

heritage and cultural landscapes.
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